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Executive Summary
As organizations increasingly focus on improving the Digital Customer Experience (DCX),
one initiative that is delivering measurable success is the addition of omnichannel
capabilities to digital communications channels.
By integrating customer data (transaction history, call notes, channel tracing, etc.) with
each digital channel in real-time and historically, companies can reduce customer
frustration. When calls are transferred, conversations are escalated from live chat to voice
to video, or customers call back about an unresolved issue, all their data, conversations,
and actions follow them so the agents have context of previous interactions. The agent or
bot can review that history to reduce the customer frustration of repeating the same
information over and over again.
In Nemertes’ 2018-19 Digital Customer Experience research study of nearly 700 global IT
and business leaders, we asked IT leaders for their omnichannel success metrics. In
summary, we found the following:
• Across all success metrics, companies saw a 31% average improvement when they
adopted omnichannel in their contact centers. (The success metrics include increased
revenue, decreased cost, improvement in customer ratings, increase in customers
won/decrease in customers lost, and improvement in agent turnover)
• They increased the number of customers won by 60%
• Customer ratings improved by 52%
• Customers used self-service in 49% more transactions or interactions
• Improvement in in agent turnover rates
Fortunately, IT and business leaders have prioritized DCX initiatives, so budget does exist
for these types of initiatives at most organizations. What helps secure the budget, though,
is data showing where problems exist and how to resolve them. Analytics tools help
demonstrate the need for omnichannel. Once implemented, analytics provide further value
by documenting success and pointing out areas of concern.
As organizations continue on their omnichannel paths, a few best practices help improve
success. They include using cloud-based platforms, leveraging open APIs, and making sure
integration applies not only to the contact center provider’s channels, but also to third
parties. Given the interest in artificial intelligence, provider AI roadmaps also are a musthave.
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DCX Primer
Digital Customer Experience (DCX) strategies include programs that leverage technologies
that aim to improve customer experience. Most companies are using technologies for a
variety of customer-facing initiatives, but they are not always part of a broader DCX
strategy. (In fact, companies, on average, say they use 28.7 apps for DCX.)
Today, 36% of companies have a DCX strategy underway, but another 49% are planning to
have their strategies completed by the end of 2019. Others are evaluating, but only 1% of
research participants say they will not develop a DCX strategy. Rest assured, DCX is a very
important priority or business leaders.

DCX Taxonomy
DCX involves many technologies—some argue, far too many. That’s why it’s important to
understand the technology taxonomy, and build the strategy around those that are most
important to the business goals. Figure 1 illustrates the various technology areas involved
with a DCX strategy. The core areas of DCX are shown inside the solid black box; ancillary
areas are outside the black box and include UCC platform and workflow automation.
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Figure 1: Creating a Solid Customer Experience

Customer Relationship Management
CRM tools manage customer contacts, activities, opportunities, interactions, history, and
revenue. They create reports for trending, campaigns, sales reps, and more. They also may
include internal collaboration capabilities, such as persistent chat.
Contact Center
Contact center platforms enable agent- or bot-based communications with customers
(internal or external) using numerous communications methods. This category also
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includes agent omnichannel, workforce optimization, performance management tools,
analytics, and reporting.
Customer Service
Customer service technologies serve customers (with or without a formal contact center).
The functions include appointment management, complaint monitoring, help desk, selfservice portals, trouble ticketing, alerts, and automated customer notices.
Customer Engagement Management
Customer Engagement Management (CEM) delivers programs to further engage
customers. These include enhanced interactions (with technologies like video, screen
sharing, or mobile enablement), loyalty, content syndication, gamification, community
management, and communications management. These capabilities may be part of a
contact center or CRM tool, or standalone products/services.
Customer Satisfaction/Success
Customer satisfaction and success measure customers’ interpretation of their experiences
with a given company. The category includes survey management, feedback collection,
complaint monitoring, and call reporting. Often, the tools leverage Artificial Intelligence
(AI) capabilities, such as Natural Language Processing or sentiment analysis for structured
and unstructured, internal and external communications.

Digital Customer Frustration
One of the most common customer complaints—and one of the top reasons customer
ratings (CSAT, Net Promoter Score, Post Call Surveys, etc.) are lower than desired—is the
lack of integration between channels. When organizations cannot pass contextual
customer information between channels in real-time and historically, the only option is for
the customer to repeat the information. Naturally, that causes aggravation.
This applies not only to call notes, but also to what the customer has done. For example,
the agent should be able to see that a customer recently viewed a webpage to get
installation instructions. A scripted recommendation may be: “Check out our webpage for
more detailed instructions.” But if the agent can see the customer already tried the
webpage, he may instead say: “I see you already have visited the webpage for instructions;
why did that not provide the details you needed?”

Enter Omnichannel
By adding omnichannel capabilities to the contact center, organizations can eliminate that
cross-channel frustration and deliver a more stellar customer experience. According to
Nemertes DCX research study, 21% of participants have added omnichannel as part of a
DCX project, another 31% plan to do so by the end of 2019, and 18% in 2020 or beyond.
Only 2% of the research participants had evaluated and rejected omnichannel.
The primary drivers for omnichannel? Improving customer experience. The primary
inhibitors? Lack of budget, insufficient resources to implement omnichannel, and waiting
to implement it as part of a larger DCX project or contact center refresh.
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Omnichannel Success Metrics
The intuitive benefits of omnichannel are fairly straightforward. But are there hard metrics
that demonstrate measureable success in implementing omnichannel? Yes. Figure 2 shows
the top average success metrics gathered from research participants:
• Customers won – By adding omnichannel, companies saw a 59.7% increase in new
customers won. Typically, omnichannel goes hand-in-hand with adding new digital
channels, which provides new ways for customers to reach an organization. New digital
channels typically attract new demographics (i.e., younger or older age groups; members of
an association; students, etc.). Additionally, when the customer experience improves,
ratings and referrals go up, also increasing the number of new customers.
• Customer rating increase – When customers don’t have to repeat information and
waste time on calls, they are happier. They rate the company higher in post-call surveys,
CSAT scores, and other metrics companies use. Overall, companies saw a 51.5%
improvement in their customer ratings after implementing omnichannel.
• Increase use of self-service – Adding omnichannel also increased the use of selfservice by 49.4%. Understanding customer paths gives companies information to know
where they can add self-service capabilities. Also, once self-service is available, agents can
direct customers to the channels, either through screen share, live support, or even voice.
Depending on a customers’ drivers, the ability to self-serve and get an answer more quickly
may increase their satisfaction with the organization.
• Digital sales boost – Organizations saw a 35.2% improvement in digital sales (i.e.,
those made online or through digital channels vs. in person). In contact centers where
upsell is a goal, having contextual information about a customer’s path is valuable to
directing them to products and services that align with their history. Additionally,
companies can add analytics, custom apps, and automation to tailor each customer’s
digital experience, making offers based on historical purchases, activity in each channel,
and level of satisfaction.
Top Success Metrics Before/After Adding Omnichannel
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Figure 2: Top Success Metrics Before/After Adding Omnichannel
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Agent Effect
Another measureable factor for organizations deploying omnichannel is its effect on agent
turnover rates. Overall, organizations are finding a 44% improvement in their turnover
rates, from 24.2% prior to their DCX initiative to 16.8% afterward. Adding omnichannel
alone reduces the agent turnover rates by 14.8%. In conversations with IT leaders,
omnichannel has a few key benefits to reducing agent turnover rates:
• It improves job satisfaction. Agents get tired of fielding phone calls all day or doing
other repetitive tasks. By adding new, integrated channels, they get some variety in their
customer interactions, which help with job satisfaction and transforms them into more
engaged employees.
• It creates happier customers. Having the contextual information about the
customer’s journey, agents have more pleasant conversations and enjoy their jobs more. If,
because of their conversation or suggestions, the customers leave an interaction happier,
the agents are more satisfied because they have truly helped someone.
• It gives agents critical information. If the agent goal is solving a service issue or
selling products, the contextual information they receive through omnichannel simply
helps them be more successful in their job and meet goals. That reduces turnover.

Securing the Budget
Because DCX initiatives are showing such positive return in areas including revenue
increase, cost decrease, and increase in customer satisfaction, securing budget for projects
is relatively straight-forward.
The problem is what to prioritize—and that varies by company and by business goal. It’s
imperative for IT and business leaders to first identify their goals and the issues they’re
trying to address. From there, they can determine what makes the most sense to prioritize
– adding digital channels, enhancing analytics, automating workflow, adding omnichannel?
Though all of these initiatives ultimately work together to improve DCX, IT staffs do every
project on their list, so leaders must prioritize. Any data available to document an issue
(i.e., declining CSAT scores) that a DCX initiative can improve (i.e., adding agent analytics
and omnichannel) will help win the budget needed to launch the project.
Figure 3 shows organizations’ DCX budgets, segmented by size of company based on the
number of employees. On average, companies are spending $1.7 million for new DCX
projects, but that number can go much higher for very large companies.

Budget for Digital Customer Engagement
Company Size
Small (Less than 250)
Midsize (250-2,500)
Large(More than 2,500)
All Sizes

Mean
$
$
$
$

384,842
1,311,325
3,855,200
1,700,415

Figure 3: Budgets for DCX
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We anticipate these budgets will increase as more companies develop their strategies (as
noted, 49% still plan to do so this year and next year). What’s more, as companies add
Chief Customer Officers, budgets will increase. Today, 25.4% have a CCO, with another
37.6% planning to hire one by the end of 2019.

Best Practices
Those using omnichannel point out a few best practices that have helped them to succeed.
Cloud-based platforms assist in a few ways. They free IT staffs from the day-to-day
management burden of the contact center capabilities, as well as the omnichannel
integration. New features and upgrades often happen quicker than on-premises systems,
putting the company at a competitive advantage. Simply put: If cloud enables an
organization to be more agile and to beat the competition to market with new or
innovative ways for customers to interact, all the success metrics will rise faster than those
of their competitors.
Additionally, open APIs help with integration to digital channels inside and outside of the
primary contact center provider. They also may link data from other apps (i.e. loyalty,
gamification, help desk, etc.) to the omnichannel information agents review.
Given the potential for artificial intelligence, it’s important to discuss AI plans with
prospective or existing providers. Though DCX leaders are treading slowly with AI,
discussions with providers will help organizations develop their own AI strategies.

Conclusion
Omnichannel is an important component to DCX strategies among companies operating
contact centers. Nemertes real-world research shows measurable success when
organizations leverage omnichannel for their customer interactions. Nemertes
recommends the following:
• Establish a DCX strategy that incorporates initiatives to address key business goals.
Be prepared with data to support the need for omnichannel to more easily win budget.
• Leverage the data here in making the case for omnichannel. From a high level,
across all success metrics, companies saw a 31% average improvement when they adopted
omnichannel in their contact centers.
• Evaluate cloud-based platforms for maximum agility. Make sure the cloud provider
has open APIs to increase the ability to customize application integration. Develop a
strategy for AI, leveraging discussions with providers to learn about their plans.

About Nemertes: Nemertes is a global research-based advisory and consulting firm that analyzes
the business value of emerging technologies. Since 2002, we have provided strategic
recommendations based on data-backed operational and business metrics to help enterprise
organizations deliver successful technology transformation to employees and customers. Simply put:
Nemertes’ better data helps clients make better decisions.
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